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ABSTRACI

Short-range order describes the tendency for some local an"angements of atoms to be more frequent than a random distribution
of atoms would indicate. Bond-valence theory indicates that local arangements that closely obey the valence-sum rule should
be more stable, and hence favored over arangements that lead to significant deparhrcs from the valence-sun rule. This argument
should be particularly effective in predicting local arrangements in amphiboles because ofthe wide dispersion ofbond valences
associated with the different heterovalent site-occupancies characteristic of ideal end-members of the amphibole group. Of the
amphibole end-member charge-arrangements, only remolite, glaucophane, (alumino)eakeite and ungarettiite have ordered
dishibutions of cations; all ofher end-members involve disorder on two or more cation sites, affording extensive possibilities for
short-range order. Here, the most probable patterns of short-range order have been derived for all monoclinic calcic, sodic-calcic
and alkali amphiboles by examining local bond-valence distributions and their agreemenl with the valence-sum rule. For most
stuctures, there is one set of pattorns flat agrees quite well with the valence-matching pinciple, and all other sets of patlerns
show sipificant deviations from the valence-matching pdnciple. For some structures, one pattern of the best set of pattems of
order deviates significantly from the valence-sum rule (e.g., schermakite), and compositions close to these end-members are rare
or non-existent. These pattems of local order will hopefirlly aid in the interpretation of experimental data, which are affected
sipificantly by short-range oder in the amphibole structure.

Keywords: short-range order, bond-valence theory.

SoruMens

Le concept d'ordre i coute 6chelle decrit la tendance qu'ont certains agencements locaux d'atomes d'6tre plus courants
qu'une distribution aldatofue d'atomes le pr6dirait. La th6orie des valences de liaison pr6dit que les arangements locaux qui
concordent 6troitement avec la rdgle des sommes des valences dewaient €tre plus stables, et donc favorisds, en comparaison des
arrangements qui mOnent i des &arts importants de cefie regle. Cet argument devrait 6tre particulibrement effrcace pour pr6dire
les arrangements locaux dans les amphiboles, i cause de la grande dispersion des valences de liaison assocides aux divers schdmas
d'occupation h6t6rovalente des sites des p6les id6aux qui constituent la famille des amphiboles. Parmi les p6les d'amphiboles
pouvant contenir l'agencement Na-Mg-Al, seuls tr6molite, glaucophane, (alunino)leakeite et ungarettiite contiennent une
distibution ordonn6e des cations. Tous les autres pOles impliquent un certain ddsordre dans au moins deux sites de cations, ce
qui explique la multiplicit6 de possibilit6s de mise en ordre i courte 6chelle. Dans ce travail, les sch6mas les plus probables
d'ordre local ont 6t6 d6riv6s pour toutes les amphiboles monocliniques calciques, sodiques--calciques et alcalines par exa.men de
leurs distributions locales des valences de liaison et leur concordance avec la r0gle des sommes des valences. Dans la plupart des
structues, il y a une seule fagon de distribuer les cations de sorte que le principe de concordance des valences de liaison soit
respect6; tous les autres agencements ddmontrent des €carts importants i ce principe. Pour certaines structues, par exemple Ia
tschermakite, un agencement pami les meilleus agencements ordonn6s d6vie de fagon importante i la rbgle, et les compositions
voisines de ces p61as sonl effectivement r?res ou inconnues. tr est i souhaiter que ces sch6mas d'agencement otdonn6s locaux
servent i mieux interpr6ter les r6sultats exfrimentaux, dans lesquels les effets d'ordre local dans la structure de l'amphibole
s'averent importants.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mo*-cl6s: amphibole, ordre i courte dchellg th6orie des valences de liaison.

INTRODUcrroN

The amphibole stucture (Fig. 1) is one of great
structural compliance; it can incorporate a wide variety
of cations from monovalentto tetravalenl and from small
(Si: tt = 0.26 A)to hrge @b: trzll = l'.72 L; Shannon

1976). Thus the structure can respond to differences in
rock composition and differences or changes in condi-
tions of crystallization or equilibration, with the result
that amphiboles are rock-forming minerals in a wide
variety ofparageneses. Knowledge ofthe site popula-
tions and order-disorder relations in amphiboles is
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FIc. l. The CXm amphrbole structure projected onto (100).

essential to our understanding of amphibole crystal-
chemistry, physical properties and thermodynamic
behavior, and the amphiboles, more than any other group
of minerals, have been tle focus of site-occupancy
studies (Hawthome 1981a" 1983). Extensive spectro-
scopic workhas ben done onthe amphiboles (Hawthome
1981b). However, in most cases, ttre chemical and
structural complexity of the amphiboles has prevented
significant work. Only 1or simple compositions (e.g.,
cummingtonite-grunerite: Hafner & Ghose 1971;
anthophyllite: Seifert 1978) have usefrrl results been
obtained, although spectroscopic methods have proved
quite powerful in studies of synthetic nmphiboles
fDella Ventura (1992), and references therein]. Most of
the information on cation order in amphiboles has been
produced by crystal-structure refinement. Although
certain important issues still remain obscure (e.g., the
general behavior of Ti and Mn), we now have a reason-
ably comprehensive knowledge of pafterns of long-range
order in amphiboles.

LoNG-RANGE Onoen axo Snonr-ReNcs ORDm.

There are two types of order, LRO (Long-Range
Order) and SRO (Short-Range Order). Long-range
order describes site occupancies, the amount of a
species at a particular $ite in the sfiucture, averaged
over ttre whole crysta| thus in a specific amphibole,

the LRO gives the arera.ge site-occupancies, e.9.,
M(L) = 0.52Mg + 0.48Fe., MQ) = 0.38M9 + 0.62Fe*,
M(3) = 0.48M g + 0.52-F&+. Short-range order describes
fire local association of species at adjacent (usually
NNN, Nexl-NearestNeighbor) sites inthe stucnre. Thus
in the amphibole considered above, SRO describes the
tendency of Mg and Fe to associate tn local clusters
(MgMgMg, MgMgFe, MgFeFe, FeFeFe); in a short-
range disordered structureo these local arangements
occur in proportions concordant with a random disfti-
bution, whereas in a short-range ordered structure,
some arrangements are more frequent than others,
reLative to a random distribution Crystal-sftucture
refinement gives a long-range view of the amphibole
sftucture, and has been of particular importance in
furthering our understanding of amphibole chemisty.
However, it provides no direct information on SRO.
This is a significant drawback, as SRO can have many
important effects in minerals. For example, (1) SRO
can affect structural and chemical variations in rock-
forming minerals (e.9., staurolite: Hawthome et al.
1993a; tourmaline: Hawfhorne 1996) and can lead to
nonlinear relations between stuctural and chemical
variables (e.9., amphiboles: Hawthorne et al. 1996a).
(2) SRO can contribute significantly to a reduction of
configurational entropy in solid solutions, and is impor-
tant in considerations of configurational entropy
and the formulation of activity models for complex
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rock-forming silicates (e.9., amphiboles: Graham &
Nawotsky 1986, Jenkins 1988, 1994, Pawley et al.
1993, Smelik et al. 1994).

Cnanacrr-nzatou oF SHoRT-RANGE ORDER

The characterization of SRO is quite difficult In
principle, this can be done by diffraction (i.e., scatter-
ing) methods; howevero the i:rformation on SRO tends
to be overwhelmed by information from the rest of the
sffuctureo and [ttle work ofthis type has been done on
minerals. Spectroscopic techniques are, in principle,
better suited to the characterization of SRO, as they
focus on a specific (energetic) aspect of a sfucture,
rather than recording all information about the struc-
ture. In hydroxyl-amphiboles, information on SRO can,
in principle, be obtained via inftwed, spectroscopy in
the principal OH-stetching region (Strens L966, 1974,
I-,aw L976, Hawthorne et aI. 1996b, c), and this has
been done for synthetic amphiboles of simple composi-
tion @ella Ventura et aI. 7996q b, c, d). X-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy (XAS) and Magic-Angle-Spinning
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (MAS NMR) also can
be used to determine SRO, and work on minerals is
currently in progress.

When using spectoscopic techniques to characterize
SRO, one must be able to assign all of the spectral
features to specific local configurations, and then the
relative intensities ofthe spectal bands give the relative
abundance of each configuration (subject to corrections
for possible variation in u:ansition moment among the
bands). In order to do this, one must have a good
starting model; one must know the possible stable local
araangements, and one must know their relative spec-
troscopic signals. As one is testing models rather than
deriving an ab inirto solution, it is important that the
model to be lested is comprehensive and physically
realistic. The sa:ne argument applies to the use of short-
range order arguments in crystal chemistry and thenno-
dynamics; one must begin with the correct modelo or
any furttrer arguments will be wrong.

BoND-VALm.ICE Ttnony

Brown (L98L, L992) has develope6 a simFle
approach to chemical bonding in inorganic sftuctures
based on the empirical bond-valence curves of Brown
& Shannon (L973). A crystal is considered as an amry
of atoms connected by a network of chemical bonds.
For oxide and oxysalt minerals, any path through this
network consists of alternating cations and anions,
and ttre total network is subject to the law ofelectro-
neufrality: the total valence of the cations is equal to the
total valence ofthe anions. Bond-valence is a measure
of the strength of a chemical bond, and can be calcu-
lated from the curves ofBrown & Shannon (1973) and
Brown & Altermatt (1985) if the bond lengths are
known. The valence-sum nrle states thil. the swn of the

bonl.-valsrcesincifunt at eachatomis equaln thz magni-
tude of thzformnlvalence oftlutaam"If the interatomic
distances are not knowno the boq!-valences can be
approximated by the Pauling bond-strengths @auling
1929). Bond-valence arguments are usually applied to
the long-range aspects of a structure. However, this is
not an intrinsic restriction. of this approach. Burdett &
Hawthome (1993) have shown thal the bond-valence -
bond-length relation may be derived algebraically from a
molecular-orbial description of a solid in which there is
a significant energy-gap between the interacting
orbitals on adjacent atoms. Bond-valence theory may
thus be considered as a very simple form of molecular-
orbital theory, parameterized via nteranmic distance
and scaled via the valence-sum rule. Hence it may be
used to characterize SRO in a shucture in much the
same way as it has been used to characterize LRO, with
the exception that the hue interatomic distancqs are not
knowno and the local bond-valences must be approxi-
mated where long-range disorder is present in the
sfructure.

The valence-sum rule does not hold exacfly, and one
ca:rnot give a realistic universal limiting value of agree-
ment beyond which a stucture is not stable, as such
values seem to be structure-dependenl For the amphi-
bole structure, the O(4) anion usually shows bond-
valence sums in the range 1.80-1.90 va (valence units),
whereas the bond-valence sums for the other anions
are in the range 1.85-2.15 vu (or, more usually,
1.9V2.10 va). I use these values here, although it must
be stated that they are somewhat subjective.

It is perhaps worthwhile emphasizing explicitly that
bond-valence constraints tend to minimize the enthalpy
of the crystal. They are not sufftcient to define the
atomic a:rangement exactly, but they provide strong
constraints on both cation and anion order and on vari-
ation in bond lengths. This is in accord with the fact
that the Gibbs free energy is also affected by configu-
rational enfropy, and it is now thought that configura-
tional entropy arising from long-range disorder plays a
majorrole in stabilizing amphiboles athigh temperature
(Hawthorne 1995). However, there is accumulating
evidence @ella Ventura et al. 1,996d) that long-range
disorder can be accompanisd by extensive short-
range order.

OnnsRm Armrmol-Es

It is important to characterize the bond-valence
patterns in ordered amphiboles, as the tue interatomic
distances are known. and the bond-valences can bs
calculated from the bond-valence curves of Brown &
Sha:mon (1973) and Brown & Altermatt (1985). These
bond-valence paffems give an indication of the type of
bond valence.s expected in amphiboles, and help to
approximate the bond-valence patterns for atomic
distributions involving SRO, where the bond lengths are
not known. The only ordered amphibole end-members
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are fiemolite, glaucophane, leakeile and ungarettiite;
their bond-valence arangements are shown in Table 1.

Tremalite

The arrangement for tremolite, uCa2Mg5SfuO22
(OII)2, is calculated from the structure of Pryke et al.
(L969). TheM(1)-O andM(3)-O bond-valences are all
close to 0.333, the Pauling bond-stength, whereas the
M(2)4 nd M(4)4 bond-valences show considerable
dispersion about the Pauling bond-stengths, reflecting
the influence of the O(4) anion that is only [3]-coordi-
nated and hence is involved in very short bonds. The
sum of the bond-valence incident at O(4) is L.84 vu,
significantly less than the ideal value of 2.O0 va. T\is
low sum at O(4) is characteristic of the amphibole (and

TABLB I. BOND.VALEN(ETABI,STFORIIIEORDEREDAMPHIBOLES
TRTMOLIT4 g.AUCOPHAN4AUfiINOT.EAKBNEANDUNCARETTIITB

W) rtlts) 7(1) 1l2l :

o0)
o{2)
o(s)
o(4)
o(q
o(6)
oc4 - rcr- zu

osstl 1.05 Lo7
o,8t r.@ 1.97

o.gear tu
o.34or i.1o i.o4
o.if,l - 0.97 o.g' zGl
ezltt - o.s 0.91 z1o

pyroxene) structures (Hawthome 1983); it presumably
represents local strain in the stnrcture @rown 1992),
and indicates that a bond-valence sum of -L.80 vu at
O(4) Out not at other anions) is acceptable in the
amphibole structure. The O(5) and 0(6) anions also are
[3]-coordinated in tremolite, but both are linked to two
Si atoms at T(1) and T(2), aloLd the sum of the incident
Pauling bond-sftengths significantly exceeds 2.00 va.
To compensate for this facg the bond-lengths from Z(1),
T(2) and M(0 to O(5) and O(6) are significantly longer
tlan the mean values for the T(1),7(2) andM(4) poly-
hedra" and the corresponding bond-valences (Table 1)
are less than the analogous Pauling bond-strengths.
With this general model in mind" local bond-valence
arrangements for possible short-range-ordered arrange-
ments can be constructed for long-range-disordered
amphibole end-members.

Glaucophnne

Glaucophane, trNa2(Mg3AlrSieOzz(OH)2, is a
completely ordered end-member amphibole, with
M(4) - Naz, M(1) =lN'Ige, M(2) = N2, M(3) = Mgr and
T(l)=T(2) = Sl+. The bond-valence a:rangement is
calculated from the intermediate-composition glauco-
phane structure of Papike & Clark (1968), and the
bond-valences have been adjusted slightly to conform
to an ideal end-member composition. The features of
the bond-valence sums incident at the anions are very
similar to those in tremolite, despite the differences in
chemical composition.

Leakeite

Ideal "alumino-leakeite", NaNaz(MgzAlzLi)SuOz
(OI{)z(4 leakeite, Hawthorne et aL 

'1.992, 1994), has
M(l) = Mel M(2) = Alz and M(3) = Li and hence is
orderedo with only one possible arangement (Table 1).
Attempts to put Li at any other site in an amphibole of
this composition results in considerable deviations from
the valence-sumrule.

Ungarettiite

Ungaresiite, NaNa(Mnl+y13-)slro"q Slawfhome
et eL 799s),bas M(L) = Mr.T, MQ) = MnT, MQ) = l\tlfi
and O(3) = O7-, ard hence is ordered with only one
possible arrangement Qable l). The occurrence of O!
at O(3) requires coordination of the O(Q anion by three
tiivalent cations, and the above arangement satisfies
this requirement. Even with this pattern of order, the
O(3FI\4f bond-lengths must be strongly shortened
relative to the <IVIn3*-O> bond-lengths, and this ammge-
ment may only be possible with Mn3+, which normally
has short axial bonds owing to Jahn-Teller instability
(Jahn & Teller l937,Buns et aL L994).

oaoEt o.3lsr
o.34ol 034"r
o:ll"t-

o.4oal

Slamptme

ql)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(5)
o(6)
om - t-d- zM

0.3511 0.38ft
o.g5tl o,474l
o.g4"r'

o59Fr

0.3,1rr 1.01 208
o.tfl 1.01 zol

036"1 1.u
0212t t.@ 1.88
o.loal - Le o.9o aog
ol7.t - t.@ o,s2 zog

4.06 S.95

AluntbLakglto

M1) {1) 
'\4 :

o0)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(s)
o(6)

o2f1 o.45tl
o.3fr 0.4)
o.rEt-

o.eoFr

0.1 6&1
o.t69t

o.17ar
0*r
o.04tl 0.18f1
o.1oar 0.1*l

1.10 400
1.10 2m

't.01

1.10 1.90
1.00 0.90 2.12
1.00 0,90 L12

r(1) 1\2J :

o0) 031"r
o(2) o.56at
q3) o.eo"r-
q4)
o(q
o(6)
oc4 0.1521 o.gsP'

ozf t 0.44"1
o.gr

o.oltl

o.45El

1.04
0.172r

0.1891
ofi"t o.tfl l.o2
o.14sl o.ioal l.@

0.98

1.15
0.91
0.9)
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Inng-range order

l.ong-range aspects of A1 and Si order over the (1)
arrd T(2) sites were treated in detail by Ol;rrJj, et al.
(1995b). Generally, where lalAl < 2 atoms per formula
vrnt (apfu), t4lAl is ordered at the (1) si!e; where
I41AJ > 2 apfu,2 apfu of talAl occurs at Z(1) and all tal61
in excess of 2 apfu is ordered atTQ). This situation is
somewhat sensitive to conditions of crystallization.
Obeft, et al. (1995b) showed that amphiboles from
high-temperature environments have t4lAl partly disor-
dered over Z(l) and I(2) where HN < 2 apfu. Tloie
ordering of lalAl, first into Z(1) and then into T(2), rI
low- and medium-temperature envhonments, is due to
the need to avoid Al-O-Al linkages that are unfavor-
able from a local bond-valence viewpoint (Obera, et al.
1995b). This picture of the behavior of talAl was
extended by the recent discovery of a new amphibole
species, fluor-cannilloite, ideally CaCaz(MgaAt)
(SisAlr)OzFz(Hawthome et al. 1996d). ln this amphi-
bole, all talAl is ordered at the T(1) site, and Al-O-Al
linkages rnwt owq indeed it is the occurrence of
dl-Q-dl linkages that drives the incorporation of Ca at
the.A site. The pattems of long-range q1de1 ef talAl ars
summarized in Figure 2, together with the occrurence
of Si-O-A1 and AI-G-AI linkages reqairedby specific
patterns of order.

Next we will briefly consider the factors atrecting
T4-T linkages in amphiboles in which 7 represents

207

Si,Al. Where aT4:Tlinkage is Si-O-Al, the sum of
the incident bond-valences at the oxygen anion is
-1".75 vu. For the O(5) and 0(6) anions, the bond-
valence requirements ofthe anion are easily satisfied by
bonds fromtheM(4) andA cations. Forthe O(7) anion,
the situation is somewhat different as O(7) bonds only
to f(1) (twice) andA, with a small confribution from a
hydrogen bond where O(3) = OH (Hawthome 1983).
The (1FO(7) bonds can shorten somewhat to increase
the bond-valence incident atOQ), an effect that can be
combined vrith lengthening of one or more of the other
T(1)-O bonds, but O(7) has much less flexibility in this
regard than the O(5) and 0(6) anions. The principal part
of the bond-valence deficiency at O(7) caused by an
Si-O-Al linkage is compensated by Na or K at the A
site (Hawtlrome 1983, Hawthome et al. I996a). T\us
where A = tro the sfiucture has difflculty in satisffing
the local bond-valence requirement at the O(7) anion,
accounting for the fact that tschermakitic amphiboles
are uncofllmon. Where a T-Q-T linkage is Al-G-Al,
the sum of the incident bond-valences at the central
anion is -1.50 vr. The bond-valences of M(4)-O(5) and
M(4)4(6) bonds in typical amphibole stuctures are
shown in Table2, together with correspondingA-O(5)
and 4-0(6) bond-valences. In no case can the incident
bond-valence at O(5) and 0(6) comtr)ensate for the
low bond-valence incident from the 7 cations in an
41-9-41linkage. The situation is the same for tle O(7)
anion Clable 2): even though A-O(7) is the shortest
A-O bond by far, the O(7) bond-valence requirements
caonot be satisfied for an A1-O-A1 linkage andA = NaK

'%t
(apfu)

1

"'Al (apfu)

Ftc. 2. Types of long-range 61d61 ef t+ldl n C2Jm amphiboles; the horizontal and vertical
thick lines denote the usual pattem of order in low- and medium-temperature amphi-
boles containing d(NqKs), the diagonal thick lines denote high-temperature disorder
of rarAl between T(l) ndTQ), and the broken line denotes the patlem of ralAl order in
aCa-bearing amphiboles [modified from Obern et al. (1995b)].
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TABLE 2. BOND.VALENCES' INCIDENT AT THE
o(5), 0(6) AND OC4 SmS FROMTHE r44)

AND A CATIONS IN SELECTED AMPHIBOLES

o(5)-n(4) 0.190 0.080 0.179 0.167
o(sFA 0.073 0.154 0.065
: 0203 o.ry 024/

o(6Fn(4)
o(6FA
t

0.185 0.1st o.n4

this in terms of a short-range mechanism" ftre satisfac-
tion of local bond-valence Now, we will
examine the short-range configurations associated vrith
these pattems of order. Figure 3 shows a series of
patterns of order in the double chain of tetrahedra;
these patterns are concordant with the long-range
behavior of Figure 2. For a composition, 7 = Sre, the
chain is completely long-range and short-range ordered
(Fig. 3a).For Z= Si6Al2 with f(1) = Si2Al2, every pair
of (1) sites is occupied by Si-Al, but there is potential
for order-disorder in terms of the sequence (Al-Si or
Si-Al) in adjacent pairs of (1) sites (Fig. 3b). Where
7= SisAl: and A1-O-A1 linkages are not allowe4 Z(1)
contains SbAb, TQ) contains SizAl, and sacfu r(z)A1
occurs in a hexagonal ring (of tetahedra) vdth two
I(1) = Al tetrahedra to which it is zor linked (Fig. 3c);
this configuration has two possible orientations, and
hence a degree of disorder is still possible within an
individual double-chain. Where T= Si4Al4 and Al-O-Al
linkages are not allowed @ig. 3d), both Z(1) nd TQ)
must be Si2Al2, and the chain is completely ordered and
loses its long-range miror symmetry; any disruption
of this pattem of order forces an Al-O-Al linkage. Of
course, adjacent double-chains can be orientationally
disordere4 and long-range CAm symmety need not be
broken by such order within the double-chain of tefra-
hedra. Where T = SisAl: nd T(2) = Sr+ are present,
Al-O-Al linkages are allowed (Fig. 3e), and a significant
degree of order-disorder is involved in the sequence of
Al-Al, Si-Al and Al-Si pairs along the length of the
chain. Where 7 = Si+Ala and T(2) = Sia are present all
T(1)4Q)-I|.'1) linkages are Al-O-Al (Fig. 30, and
the chain is completely ordered. Furthermore, the
pattems of order in symmetry-equivalent chains are
also identical. and so there is no disorder associated

(4)(3)(2)(1 )

o.'t21

0.81

0.1€('
0.055 0.M7 0.095 0.107

0240 0.180 0"49 0-40

oc&-A 0.169 0.179 0210 0.171
(1) Poiasslan tenl-bramlte (Hslvtlprne &

Grundy 1978);
Potasslan artuedsonhs (Hatflhoms 1976);

(Roblnson el€l.

'calculaM from the curves of Brown (1981)

However, rf A = Cuthe shortA-O(7) distance ot 2.4 A
(Hawthorne et al. L996d) allows Ca to confiibutre suf,fl-
cient bond-valence to satisfy the anion bond-valence
requirements of an AI-G-AI linkage througfi O(7).
Hence Al-O-Al linkages can occur, whereA = Ca, and
do occur in fluor-cannilloite, where all I4lA1 is ordered
at I(1) (Hawthome et al. 1996d). This behavior is also
indicated in Figure 2. Calcium, Na and K are ordered at
the off-centered AQ) andA(m) sit€s, and the implications
of this fact are discussed in the next section.

Shon-range order

Above, I have summarized the patterns of long-
range order of t4lAl in amphiboles, and have explained

FIG. 3. Pafterns of order in double chains of tetrahedra having different composition and
different ?"-O-f linkages, in which t4lAl-containing temhedra are colored black:
(a) 7= S!; (b) Z= Sie,Alz, (l) = 5ir41r*ir6no AI-OLAI linkages; (c) 7= SisAL, (1)
= Si2A12 with no AI-O-A1 linkages; (d) f = Si4Al4, f(1) = 5ir61, si6 no Al-O-Al
Iinkagesi (e) T= Si5Al3, Z(1) = Sir{L witlh Al-O-Al linkage.s; (0 I= Si+A , f(1) = Ala
with Al_O_Al linkages.
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with different chains. as occurs rrherever the double
chain does not completely obey the full symmetry of
the crystal.

The patterns of order in Figure 3 give us a general
framework within which to consider the patterns of
short-range order that are both possible and probable in
amphiboles of intermediate composition.

CoupLNc BSTwEENA axr ZCarroNs

There are two factors that affect the pattems of onder
of theA cations intheA cavity of the amphibole sfruc-
ture: (1) Na, K and Ca cannot occupy the A%m site, as

their bond-valence requircments cannot be satisfied at
this site (Hawthorne 1983); (2) local disorder of the A
cations is coupled to the bond-valence requirements of
the O(5), 0(6) and O(7) anions, which are, in tum,
affected direcfly by the occupancy of the (1), T(2) alLd
M(4) sites (Hawthome et aL L996a). We may investi-
gatethe geometical aspects of thelanereffectby consid-
ering the pargasite chain (Fig. 3b) and combining it
with configurations of local order at the A site. The A
site is surrounded by twelve tetrahedra arranged in two
parallel hexagonal rings that are each part of different
double-chains @ig. 4a). Each linked pair of Z(1) teta-
hedra can be occupied by Al and Si, and so there are

(a) (b)
e)

(c)
(3')

FIc. 4. Details of short-range order of 41)Al 'nd A(2)Na around the A cavity in pargasite; bonds to O(5), 0(6) and O(7) anions are
shown by broken lines (upper hexagonal ring) and ful1 line.s Qower hexagonal ring): (a) the A cavity sunounded by two
hexagonal rings of (l) and f(2) tetrahedr4 with the A(2) site indicated by a hollow sphere; (b) graphs of the arangement
in (a); lines denote linkage betwe€n tetrahedrq uplnr and lower hexagonal rings are superimposed; Si arorns are not shown,
Al a.toms are shown by black circles (upper ring) and hollow circles (ower ring); the A(2) cation is shown by a starred circle,
and the A(An) position is shown by the hollow circle; (c) possible conformations in adjacent cavities involving the
arrangements of Figure 4b.

(1 ' ) (2',' (4',) (5')
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seveml different arrangements of A1 cations over the
tetrahedra surrounding the A site. We may exuunine
these arrangements and their relation to the A-cation
behavior in a straighforward fashion using the graphs
shown in Figure 4b. The vertices of the hexagon are 7
sites, and 7 sites occupied by Al are marked by black or
white circles, depending on whether they occur in the
upper (black) or lower (white) hexagonal ring oftefta-
hedra. It is immediately appaxent that there are five
distinct arangements (Fig.  b). The A cation will tend
to positionally disorder such as to bond more strongly
to the O(5) and O(7) or 0(6) and O(7) anions of the
tefrahedra that contain Al in order to compensate for
the reduced bond-valence incident at these anions from
the I (= Al) cation. In arangements (3) and (5), zrt)41
is asymmetically arranged around the A cavity, and
occupancy of the A(2) position by Na ensures strong
bonding with the O(5), 0(6) and O(7) anions of the
Z(1) = f 1sftahedr. @ig. 4b). The situation is less clear
for arrangements (1), (2) and (4); the optimum position
for the A cation would seem to be atthe A2lm site, but
rhis site cannot be occupied (see above). To resolve this
situation, one must consider the effect of adjacent
A cavities. This effect is shown in Figure 4c for some
of the possible combinations of the a:rangements of
Figure 4b. As is apparent from Figure 4u the OQ)
anion always bonds to atAQ) cation, but onlyhalfof
the O(5) and 0(6) anions bond to anAQ) cation. Hence
theA cation will adopt the speciflc combination of A(2)
sites in adjacent cavities of the chain such that the
number of bonds fromA(2)Na to O(5) and 0(6) involved
in Al-Hi linkages is maximized. This behavior may
easily be put on a quantitative basis by counting the
fraction of Al-O(5,6FSi linkages in which O(5) or
0(6) bonds to tha A(2) cation. Consider the arr.ange-
ments in Figure 4b repeated by translational symmetry;
the fractions of A1-O(5,6)-Si linkages adjacent to an
A(2) cation are 0.50, 0.50, 1.0, 0.50 and 0.75 for ar-
rangements (l) to (5), respectively, and combination of
the different arangements (3) and (5) (Frg. 4b) will be
favored over arangements (1), (2) and (4), as in the
former, all localbond-valence ofthe ani-
ons are satisfied primarily by order ofnearest-neighbor
cations, whereas in the latter, the bond-valence re-
quirements of the anions need significant transfer of
bond-valence from NNNN (next-nex1-nearest neigh-
bor) cations vla relaxation of intervening bonds.

Thereis onemoreaspectof pattern of A(2) orderin
adjacent chains that needs to be considered, and this is
most easily seen by comparing arangement (1) witl
arangement (2) in Figure 4c. [n these two arange-
mentso tle pattern of. ordq within each double-chain of
tefrahedra is the sarneo and the sane fraction (0.50) of
O(5) and 0(6) anions involved in Al-O-Si linkages
bonds to Na atA(2). However, in arrangement (1), all
tetahedra occupied by Al have either O(5) or 0(6)
bonded to A(2)Na, whereas in arrangement (2), half the
tehahe&a occupied by Al have both O(5) and 0(6)

bonded to A(2)Na and half the tetrahedra occupied by Al
have both O(5) and 0(6) adjacent toa@)n. Arrangement
(1) can adjust much more easily than arrangement (2)
@ig. 4c), via bond-lengtl relaxation, such that the
bond-valence requirements are satisfied at the O(5) and
0(6) anions adjacent to A(2)n. Thus a:rangements such
as (2) (Fig. 4c), which result in f(1) = Al tetrahedra in
whichneitherO(5) nor0(6) bond toA(2)Nq willbe even
less favored than arrangements such as (11 (Fig.  c).

The behavior of the A(m) site is quite different from
that of theA(2) site withregard to local order. T\eA(2)
site lies to one side of the A caity, and only contribules
bond:valence to half of the A-cavity in which it occurs.
Thus in Figure 44 it is evident that an amphibole wifh
the A cavity completely occupied by Na atA(2) will have
twolwl configurations, one associa&d with an occupied
A(2) sile and the other assosiated with an unoccrryiedA(2)
site. The A(//t) site also lies to one side of the A cavity
@ig. 5a), but thal side oftheA cavity is adjacent to another
A cavity (Frg. 5b). This means that in an ordered chain
with a full A site, there is only one local configuration
associated with an occupied A(n) site in one A cavity
and an unoccupiedA(re) site in the adJaoenitA cavity. The
possibility for local ofier of A(m) cations comes from
the occupancy of adlacent A(m) sites in adjacent cavi-
ties; this may produce the two local arrangements
shown in Figure 5b. Note that this results in an impor-
tant difference between the environment of the O(7)
anion in calcic versw alkali amphiboles. tn calcic
amphiboles, O(7) can link to only one A(2) cation,
whereas in alkali amphiboles, O(7) can link to twoA(rn)
cations [coupled with another local configuration in
which the O(7) anion d6ss aef link to an A(m) cationl.
Hence all local configurations in calcic amFhiboles
with a flrlly occupiedA site must involve anA(2) cation
bonded to O(7), whereas in alkali amphiboles with a
fully occupiedA site, some local configurations do not
necessarily involve an A(m) cation bonded to O(7).
Note that this argument applies to ANa only; AK always
orders at the A(m) site [a more extensive discussion of
short-range order involving aNa and AK is given in
Hawthorne et al. (1996a)1.

In order 1q simFlif] the presentation of the bond-
valences associated with the cations at theA site(s), the
bond-valence tables presented here show only one enty
column for the A site. For occupancy of the A(2) site,
tlere are six relatively sfrong ()0.10 vz) bonds, two to
O(5), two to 0(6) and two to O(7). For occupancy of
tJare A(m) site, fhere are eight relatively strong bonds,
four to O(5), two to 0(6) and two to O(7). These two
situations are accommodated in the bond-valence table.s
by always assigning a multiplicity of X2 to the A-O(5)
bond. Where A(2) is occupied there are two strong
AQ)4(5) bonds, as indicated in the table. WhereA(n)
is occupid there are four weaker A(za)-O(5) bonds;
thus if the A-O(5) bond-valence is doubled and its
multiplicity is halved (to x2), the bond-valenc€ sum at
A remains correct. Forfull details of the SRO associated
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(a) (b)

FIc. 5. Details of short-range order involving the A(m) site in pargasite: (a) the A cavity,
sunounded by two hexagonal rings of Z(l) and f(2) tetrahedra, with the A(nt) site
indicated by a circle; (b) graphs of two possible arangements of short-range order in
adjacent A-oavities.

2 l l

witl occupancy of the A(2) an.d A(m) sites, see
Hawthorne et aL (L996a).

A Ftr.namrrar Bunonqc Blocr (FBB)
FORPATTERNS op SRO

When dealing with SRO, it is important to define
the unit of structure with which one is working.
Figure 6 shows the specific unit used here, a frimer of
M(L),M(2) ndM(3) octahedra linkedin the a direction
to a dimer of (l) afiTQ) tetrahedra" together with its
related M(4) and A siles; the bond-valence tables used
here refer specifically to this unit. Bond-valence confri-
butions from adjacent units are also ofimportance, and
are specifically identified in the following tables. It is
important to identiry this unit, as differentexperimental
methods are sensitive to different types of local config-
uration, and these cannot easily be analyzed ifthe unit
is not explicitly identified.

Carcc Arpnnor;es

Pargasite

Pargasite, NaCaz(MeaAl)(Si6A1rO22(Ot{)2, has Si
and Al as I-group cations, and Mg and Al as C-group
cations; combined with the presence of anA-site cation,
this stoichiomety gives a large number of possible
arangements. In pargasite, t+lAl is usually complelely
ordered at the T(1) sile (Oberti et aI. I995b) andANa is
ordered atthe AQ) site (Hawthome et al. L996a);[atS1
is partly disordered betvteen M(2) afi M(3) in Fe-poor
pargasite (Oberti et aL 1.995a), and may be completely
disordered between M(2) and M(3) i^ synthetic end-

member pargasite (Welch et al. 1994, Della Ventura
et al. I996c, d). These are pattenu of long-range order.
One also expects 1(2)Na to be locally associated with
(1)A1 in order to compensate for the reduced bond-
valence at the O(5), 0(6) and O(7) anions incident from
the (1) cation. Of the possible local arangements,
Table 3 shows those which most closely satisff the

Frc. 6. The FBB used in rhe considerarion of bond-valence
aspects of the amphibole structure.
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valence-s lm rule. Arrangement (1) has A(2) = 1.gq
M(2) = A1, Z(1) = A1 (Table 4), and the bond-valence
sums around the anions are close to their ideal values

TASLE 3. BON}VALENCE TABLES FOR PROPC'SED SHORT.FANGE
ARMNGEMENIS IN CALCIC AMPHIBOLES

Paruaslie: amngamont (1)

(Table 3). Aluminum at T(I) gives reduced bond-
valence to o(1), o(5), 0(6) and o(7), and this is
compensated by bonds to these anions from Al at

TABLE g. @mlnued

Edsnlto: anangsrert (S)

M1) M(4 M3) M4\ A 7(1) 112\ : M1) M2' r43) M4l A 41)
't\2:)

o0) 0.41'1 0.5f,r 0.33!l

o(2) o2ser o.46el

o(3) 034'l- O.3g!1

o(4) ,s*r
0(6)
o(6)
oa)

o.*t

o35tr

0.1411 0.15u1 0.75
or34r 0,10Pt 0.75

o8r o.7sl.oo

o(1) o.g4ol o.goot o.gfl
o(2) o.33,r o,3osl
o(g) o.![t'l- o.g4"l
o(4) o.toar
o(5)
o(6)
orn

1.10 2.o7

0.30"1 1.16 2.09

1.00

o.36Pl 1.15 1.91

0.1331 0.15E1 1.00 0.c7 2.15

o21at 0.10't 1.00 0.e z.13

025'l o.9oo- 205

1.08

0€5

2.01

zoo
1.00
l o E

2.00

z@

2.00
200 3.@ 1.98 r.dt 3.00 2.00 zw 2.00 1.@ 4.@

Ft|gaclt€: aral€smsnt (2) Sadanaqalt€: amngemeri (2)

M1t Mlq r43) M(41 A nl)' 712',' M(1', t'q{ n4s) M4) A 41) 1\21

o(1) o.ssl 0:/,1 033!l
q2) o$31 o3*l
o(3) 03481- o.ggar
o(4) o.ffr
o(5)
o(6)
ot4

03fl

osoer

0.13?t - t.@

o21et - o.s6
-to2lat 0,94F-

o(i't o.2fr o.4o'l o.sll
o(2) o.4o'l 0.48"1 o,eFt
o(3) 0.3381- 0.34"t

o,gfl

o.t4el

o.aar

q4) o.afr
o(5)
o(6)
or4

I.@ 2,@

0,74 1.90

1.00

0.81 1.81

r.00 0.75 r.89

1.00 0.70 1.90

1.00o- z@

z8
1.05 ZO1

r.00

1.10 1.86

0.95 208

0.90 2,o7

200 2@ 1.98 - 4.@ 2.@ 3.00 2.00

Pargasito: arang6m6nt (3) T€afi srmslile: an"ngoms'tt (r )
M(11 trt(2:) '143) W\ A T(1r r(21 M1t M2:) r43) W' A 41r

o(1) 0.40'l o32rr O.r'Odr
o(2) 0.3641 0304t
o(g) 024"1- o.sorl
o(4) o.ssat
o{o
o(8)
o14

03o"l

o.95!l

o.14ar O.15El 0.75

02121 0.10t1 0.75

02581 0.7A1.00

o0) oi6'l o.52fl o.Sl

o(2) 0.s1'l 0./|4Er

o(s) o.$31. o.ual

o(4) o.s4!l

o(E
o(6)
om

0:76 1.96

0.93 l.qt

1.@

1.00 1.u

0.70 1.05 1.94

0.70 1.t2 1.S5

0.85/1.10 1.95

1.10

0.96

0.94

1 0 4

1.98

1.83

z@

400

L@

o.*L

osoPr
o.19at
0.8r

2.00 200 3.00 1.00 3.00 L00 s,@ z@

Pargaslte: amryment (4) T&tsmaldb: amEemtrl (2)
t\11 iI(21 a43l M4l A I(tr 'rl2')

M1l M2t 1143) M4l A {f 7.21

O(1) mSFl 020'l o.sotr

o(2) 0.33"1 0.4fr

o(3) o.344l- o.so'l

o(4) o.4oal

o(5)

o(6)

oc4

o:gar

o.as'r
o.14rl

0.tfl

1.00

r.00
t.@
r.00i0.75

2.Gl

1.00 2.o1

t .18

1.10 1.95

0.95 L6

0.95 408

1.00

1.00

0.90

1.10/0.85

2.08

1.00 zo7

1.t2

f.00 '1.97

1.00 L14

1.00 L13

2.00

o(1) o.33f l 0.4231 0.39dr

o(2) 0.3*l 0.4{l'l o.8l

o(3) 0.34't- O.{r4el

o{4) o.#r
o(5)
o(6)

0.142r

o.8l

e00 a@ 3.@
200 3.00 zw

M1) M2) M3) MAt A

' O(4 ls bond€d to two 11) €dom. In soma local anangements (ard almF hl
long-mg€ arangBmsnb), th* fwo {1 ) cdo6 do ldentlcal afd th€ bond-
valenG M d OC4 lNolvs a g- symbol. ln othtr local arangsmstts, the two
7(l ) cafom ero dffelem, ard ttb bord-nlmG M bvdv6 two dlfbrelt|
@nubudons lrom fr€ {l) slt€ [a9., 0.7tf .C]0 iot parg$lts anarysmsnt (l)1.
Howwor, fie bon+vdsrFs M at ho 7(l) 6!t€ for a sp€dnc bcal anangemsnt
Involv6 only one o, fr6 two bond-wl6n@ anils tor ths {1 rcC4 bord. ln lh6€
tabl6, the frst ol th6 trrc €nr|€s Is.g. 0.76 br paQss[e amngemfft (1)l b tha
valus that 6nfibut6 to ths sm d th€ (1) elt6.

Rlenlb: ararDmenl (1)

7{1)'

o0) mTst 03211 0.3991
o(2) o.aor! o.3o'l o.8r
o(3) 0.$rr- o.34al

o38rlo(4)
o(5)
o(6)
ocl)

1.10

o.Q.
n o t

1.57

1.00

1.83o.35at

0.14ur 0.1741 0.70

o.*t 0.1*t 0.70

O21er 0.75/1.00
L@ Z@ 2.00 t.(x, 3.@
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TABLE 4. PROPOSED SHORT-RANGE ARMNGEMENTS IN CALCIC AMPHIBOLES

2r3

Amphlbole M! M(2') M(31 W) A(ml A(21 7(1) 7(2) Anangement

Trsmollte

Parcaslte

Sadanagalte Mg
Mg

Tschermaklte Mg
Mg

Homblerde Mg
Mg

Mg Mg Mg Ca - - Sl Sl Tremollte

Al Mg
MS lrS

MS Al
Mg At

MS [4S
Mg Mg

Mg Mg

Al Mg

Al Mg

Al Mg

Al Mg

Al Mg

Mg Mg

Mg
Mg

Mg

Mg

Mg
Mg

Mg

C a -
C a -

C a -
C a -

C a -
C a -

C a -

C a -

C a -

C a -

C a -

C a -

C a -

Na AI
- s l
Na AI
- s t

Na Al
- s t
Na Sl

Na AI
- s l

- A l
- s l

- A l
- s l

st
sl
sl
sl

sl
sl
sl

sl
AI

sl
st

sl
st

Pargastte 0)
Pargaslte (2)
Pargastte (9)
Pargastte (4)

ftenlts (1)
Edenlte (2) l"Pargaslte (2)l
Edenlte (3)

Sadanagafte (1) l"Pargaslte (II
Sadanagalte (2)

Tshermaklte (l)
Tschemaldte (2)

Homblende (1) ["Tschemaklte (1)l
Homblende (2) ["Tremolltel

M(2) and Na atA(2). Note that the short-range coupling
between these site-occupancies can extend throughout
the structure for ideally ordered pargasite, with
MQ) = AlrMgr and Z(1) = SizAlz. Each Si-Al pair of
(1) tetahedra link to an Mg-Al pur of MQ) octahedra
in the strip of octahedra (Fig. 7); this linkage occurs
onboth sides of the sfip of octahedr4 so that each
M(2) = Al octahedron is associated w:rthtwo (1) = Al
tetahedra such that the local order is commensurate
with the chemical composition of the crystal, unlike tle
corresponding situation in edenite. Where (1) = Si,
AQ) =n nd M(2) = M& the local bond-valence arrange-
ment is that of tremolite, except for the fact that there is

an additional bond to O(7) from at AQ) cation in an
adjacent configuration [arrangement (2)]. Thus par-
gasite with M(2) = AlrMgr and (l) = SizAlz has two
SRO arangements [(1) and Q)] thx occur in equal
amounts, and sum to the chemical composition of the
bulk crystal. An arrangement with M(1) = M(2) = M(3)
= Mg, A = Na (1) = Al also is feasible from a
bond-valence viewpoint [= arrangement (1) for ede-
nitel, but probably does not occlu, as it also forces the
araangement M(1) = M(3) = Me, M(2) = dl, / = tr,
T(L) = T(2) = Si, which has major deviations from the
valence-sum rule.

M(2) = Mg
M(2) = Al

Ftc. 7. Possible coupling 6gtweet Al and Si occupancy of Z(l) and A1 and Mg occupancy
of M(2) in pargasite such that (r)Al links to O(l) bonded to M(2)All andl (r)Si links to O(l)
bonded to M(2)Mg.
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The above anangemetrts hold for pargasite with
large divalent cations [e.9., ItrP* = Mg=F&*)] (Oberti
et al. 1995a) or CoP* @ella Ventura et al. 1996c) atthe
M(l) and M(3) sites. In Fe-poor pargasite and synthetic
pargasite, M(3) = (Mg,Al) and M(2) = (Mg>Al), and
hence there must also be local configurations involving
M(3) = 41. 1tr" optimum rrangeme, rt is shown in Table 3,
arrangement (3). The strong M(3)-O(1) bond partly
compensates for the decrease in 4l)-O(l) bond-
valenceo together with cooperative shortening of the
M(1)-O(l) bond and lengthening of the M(1)-O(3)
bond. Thus arangement (3) conforms as well to the
valence-sum rule as arrangement (1). However, arran-
gement (3) must also be associared with arrangement (4)
(Table 3), in which M(2) =Me, M(3) = Al, Z(1) = Si.
This arrangement resembles that in tremoliteo except
that the M(3) cation is replaced by Al. Thus, although
the arrangement conforms to the valence-sum rule
reasonably well, it requires dispersion of some bond-
valence to adjacent arangements.

Edenite

Edenite, NaCa2Mgs(Si7Al)O22(OII)2, has both Si and
Al as Z-group cations, and hence there must be different
local configurations associated with occupancy of a
specific f site by Si or by A1. In general, where
l4lAl < 2.0 apfu, Al is ordered at the Z(1) site, and thus
we need to consider two configurations, one in which
Al occurs at the I(1) site, and the other in which Si
occurs at the (1) site. Where Z(1) = trl, a(z)Na is lo-
cally associated with (1)Al in order to compensate for
the reduced bond-valence incident at the O(5), 0(6) and
O(7) anions, and the arrangement is edenite arrange-
ment (1) Clable 3). Where (1) is occupied by Si, the
local bond-valence arrangement is that ofpargasite (2).
T\e AQ) site associated wit]t 7(1) = Si is unoccupied;
ANa occupies the AQ) site on the other side of the A
cavity where Z(1) = A1. Examination of the amphibole
structure shows that where ANa occupies an A(2) site on
one site of the A cavity, il must be associated not only
with Z(1) = A1, but also with 7(1) = Si. Hence one
quarter ofthe local ar:rangements in edenite are equiva-
lent to a tremolite arrangement with an additional Na
the edenite arrangement (3) (Table 3). This may
perhaps be accommodated by relaxation of bond
lengths in this arrangement and in the adjacent pargasite
(2) and edenite(l) arrangements, but it also may account
for the fact that compositions near end-member edenite
are rare or absent in Nafure.

Sadanagaite

The stnrcflre of sadanagaite, NaCa2(Mg3Al)(S15A13)
Oa(OH)2, has not been refine4 and hence the details
of long-range order are not established. However,
the following scheme seems reasonable: M(l) = l:Vlgz,
MQ) - y''Jz, M(3) = Mg, although M(3)Al cannot be dis-

counted, and (l) = SizAlz, f(2) = Si3All, as indicated
for the Si3A13 chain with no Al-O-Al linkages in Fig-
ure 3c. Thus the prinsipal local arrangements will in-
volve talAl and Si at Z(1) and T(2), aild Na and tr
(vacancy) at the A site. As the details of the ANa

arrangement are not knowno there ate additional possi-
bilities in the consideration of local bond-valences.
A:rangement (1) has Z(1) = 41, Z(2) = 5i, M(2) = N,
A(2) = Na and is the pargasite arrangement (1). Arrange-
ment (2) has (1) = Si, f(2) = Al and M(2) = Al; the
situation with regard to ANa is not clear, although if half
the configurations are .nrangement (1) (the pargasite
arrangement) and involveA(2) = Na then the other half
of the configurations tsadamgaite arangement Q)inwt
involve A(2) = o. As shown in Table 3, this produces
reasonable bond-valence sums around all anions. Thus
sadanagaite is expected to be a 50:50 mixture ofthese
two local anangements (table 4).

Tschzrmnkite

Tschermakite, trCa2(Mg3AlXSioAlz)Oz(OtDz, has
M(I) =Mg2, M(2) = 1J2, M(3)= Mgl, f(1) = SizAlz
andT(2) = Sta, and hence the only local order involves
Al and Si at the Z(1) site. Arrangement (1) Clable 3)
involves I(1) = 61, and arrangement (2) involves
T(1) = Si. Agreement with tle valence-sum rule is good
for a:rangement (l) and reasonable for arrangement (2).
However, anangement (1) involves a slight deficiency
ofbond-valence at each anion, whereas arrangement (2)
involves an excess at some of the anions, suggesflng
that there should be some relaxation in"bond lengths
between the two urangeme[ts, which occur in a
50:50 ratio (Table 4).

Homblende

Hornblende, nCa2(Mgy'l)(Si7Al)Or2(OI{)2, is inter-
mediate in composition between tremolite and tscher-
makite, and has M(l) = Mg, MQ) = AlrMgr, M(3) = Mgr,
(1) = Si3A11 nd T(2) = Sia. There are two possible
optimum arrangemenls Qable 4): a:rangement (1) is
identical to arrangement (1) in tschermakite, and
arrangement (2) is identical to the arangement in
tremolite. Thus hornblende avoids the less favorable
arangement (2) of tschermakite, possibly accounting
for the fact that synthetic amphiboles can be gtown
along the tremolite-tschermakite join only as far as
the homblende composition (Jenkins 1994), and for
the absence of natural amphiboles near tschermakite
end-member composition.

Arrari Arvprmot;es

Eclcermannite

Eckermannite, NaNa2(MgaAl)S iso22(OH)2, has
A(re) = Na (Hawthome et al. 1996a) and M(2) = AlrMBr
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(Hawthome et aI. 1993b), and hence the possibilities of
local order involve Al and Mg at M(2), and Na and n at
A(n). Arangement (1) involvesM(2) = Mg,A(n) = \n
(Iables 5, 6) and shows very good agreement with the
valence-sum rule. Arrangement (2) must involve
M(2) = N, A(m) = o (Iable 6) and is the glaucophane
arangement..

Nybdite

Nybiiite, NaNa2(Mg3Al2)(Si?Al)O22(OH)2, has
MQ) = 41, A(m) = Na (Hawthorne et aL 1996a) and
f(1) = Si!\11, and hence the possibilities for local order
involve Si and Al at T(l), and Na and n at A(m).
Arrangement (1) involves Na atA(m) and A1 at T(1) and
shows very good agreement with the valence-sum rule
(Iable 5). Arangement (2) has Si at Z(1) atd"tratAQn),
and is the glaucophane arangement (Table 6). Other
arrangements, such as Al at I(1) and E atA(r%), and Si

at 7(1) and Na at A(m), depart considerably ftom the
valence-sum rule, and hence are much less likely to
occur.

Soorc{arsc Atuprmor-rs

The sodic--calcic amphiboles are intermediate in
composition between the calcic and the alkali amphi-
boles, and accordingly, their optimumpatterns of order
are usually combinations of those observed in calcic
and alkali amphiboles. These are summarized in
Table 7. Winchite, trCaNa(Me4A1)SieOz(OtDz, has
M(4) = NarCar nd M(2) = AlrMBr. The optimum local
arangements involve M(2) = Al, M(4) = Na and
M(2) = Mg, M(4) = Ca. Thus vrinchite has the local
arrangements of glaucophane and tremo[te Clable 7).
Barroisite, nCaNa(Mg3Al2(Si7Al)O22(OH)2, has
M(4)=NarCar and (1)=Si:Alr, and the optimum
local au'angements nvolve M(4) = Na (1) = Si (glau-
cophane), M(4) = Ca" Z(1) = Al ltschermakite (1)], and
M(4) = CuT(l) = Si ltschennakite (2)].

Richterite, NaCaNa(M95)Si8022(OH)2, has
M(4) = Narcur, and local order must involve coupling
between M(4) and the A site. Details of the A-site
arrangement in richterite are not known, but ANa occu-
pies the A(1) site in fluor-richterite (Cameron et al.
1983, Hawthome et aI. L996a)" closer to tle A(2) site
than the A(m) site, and thus for richterite, ANa is
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TABLE 6. PROPOSED SHORT-RANGE ARMNGEMENTS IN ALKALI AMPHIBOLES
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assumed to occupy the A(2) sitre. There are two distinct
arrangements, pargasite (2) and eckermannite (1).
Taramite, NaCaNa(Mg3A12XSi6AlrO22(OII)2, has
M(4)= Na1Ca1 and (l) = SizAlz. In addition, Haw-
thome et aL (L996a) have shown thatANa is ordered at
the A(2) site in taramite and is locally associated with
Ca at the M(4) site. Thus the optimum local arrange-
ments involve M(4) - Ca" Z(1) = N, A(2) = Na [par-
gasite (1)l and M(4) = Na (1) = Si, A(2) = E [which is
the glaucophane arrangement with the addition of a
single A(2)-O(7) bond (table 8) from an adjacent par-
gasite (1) a:rangementl. Other schemes of local order
are possible, but are less likely on bond-valence
grounds. For example, a combination ofnybdite (1) and
tschermakite(2) arrangements is possible, but in
nytxiite, ANa occupies the A(m) site, whereas in taramite,
the A(m) site is vacant and the A(2) site is occupied;
hence local arangements of nybtiite with an unfavor-
able A-site occupancy are unlikely. Katophorite,
NaCaNa(MgaAlXSiTAl)O22(OI{)2, has M(4) = NarCar,
M(2) = AlrMgr and T(1) = Si:Alr and ANa completely
ordered atA(2) (Hawthorne et al. L996a).In principle,
a large number of patterns of order are possible. How-
evero Hawthorne et al. (L996a) have shown that Ca at
M( ) is locally associated with Na atA(2), which restricts
somewhal the possible local a:rangements. The opti-
mum arangements with regard to the valence-matching
principle are shown in Table 7. Katophorite arrange-
ment (2) is shown in Table 8; it may be envisaged as a
tremoUte arrangement with the addition of Na at the A
site, and hence will need to disperse bond-valence to the
surrounding arrangements. Other possible arrange-
ments show much more deviation from the valence-
matching principle and are not listedhere. If experimental
results suggest that short-range order in addition to that

TABTE 8. BOND,VAIENCE TABLES FOR DI!'TINCT SHOFT.FANCE
AFMNOEMENTS IN SODIC€ALCIC AMPHIBOLEs

indicated in Table 7 is present such arangements can
be investigated filuther via the approach used here.

CoNcLUsIoNs

The optimumpatterns of short-range order of hetero-
valent cations in end-member amphibole compositions
have been derived using the valence-matching principle
of bond-valence theory. In general, there is a small
numbero usually two or threeo of optimum patterns of
short-range order that agree well with the valence-
matching principle, and other posuiated pamems deviate
considerably from this principle. These patterns
of order should prove usefirl in the interpretation of
experimental resuhs that are affected by short-range
order (e.9., infrared spectroscopy in the principal
OH-stetching region, MAS NlvI& E)(AFS) and in the
consideration of configurational entropy arguments and
the development of activity models for amphiboles.
These patterns of order also suggest a reason for the
rarity or absence of some compositions in natural
amphiboles. In end-members with one or morc local
pattems of order that deviate significantly from the
valence-matching principle, that pattem may not be
stable within the sfiucfure, and hence natural composi-
tions may not be able to approach the end-member
composition. Thus, for example, one ofthe local anange-
ments in tschermakite departs significantly more from
the valence-matching principle than the other a:range-
ments; this deviant anangement is not present in horn-
blende, perhaps accounting for the fact that amphiboles
have been synthesized only up to hornblende along the
temolit€-tschermakite join (Jenkins I 994), and the obser-
vation that natural am.f'hiboles close to tschermakite are
rare or nonexistenl
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